
T H E  S P I R I T  B O O K S

S U S A N  K A P U S C I N S K I  G A Y L O R D



The Spirit Books bring together my love of the book and my response to the natural world 
that we see and the invisible one that lies behind it. I find evidence of that deeper world not 
in wide vistas and scenes but in small objects that I gather. While I enjoy the expanse of the 
horizon as I walk along the beach, I am drawn to the scattered piles of shells and driftwood 
I see on the sand. As I walk down the street on a glorious fall day, I find myself looking 
down at the fallen stems of the chestnut rather than up at the blazing orange maples. It is 
in the subtle shifts of browns and grays that I find beauty and resonance. 

I feel a deep connection to older powers as I gather twigs, branches, vines, and roots. Using 
them to cradle books, I link them to the longstanding tradition of books as testaments of 
faith and belief. Each page is a meditation that echoes nature with both repetition and vari-
ety. “Reading” the book is meant to be a contemplative experience that takes the reader out 
of the everyday world and into a state of gratitude and reverence. 



1994

9"h × 18"w × 12"d
Book of  amate paper from Mexico, kyosei paper from Japan, 
bagasse paper from India, brass findings, beads of  brass and 
glass, and thread in a cradle of  a lilac branch on a base of  
binder’s board and paper

The book is named for the beads that appear on every page. 
The old meaning of  the word bead (Middle English bede) is 
prayer and refers to the beads on a rosary. 

SPIRIT BOOK #10: 
BESEECHING BEADS





1998

7"h × 13.75"w × 6.5"d
Book of  amate paper from Mexico, lokta paper from Nepal, 
glass seed beads, and thread in a cradle of  hawthorn twigs 
with rue seed pods and horn beads on a base of  binder’s 
board and paper

The hawthorn used for the cradle is a symbol of  hope. It 
is embellished with beads and seed pods from rue which is 
the symbol of  all good things at weddings in Lithuania. The 
embellishments remind me of  the bits of  cloth that women 
in the British Isles hang on branches near sacred wells, a 
custom that was originally an offering to the goddess. 

SPIRIT BOOK #13: 
HOPE OFFERING





SPIRIT BOOK #35: 
EARTHLY RADIANCE

2005

14"h × 18.5"w × 7.5"d
Book of  handmade paper from Bhutan, lokta paper from 
Nepal, mashamba paper from Africa, grape vine tendrils, 
pricked and punched holes, glass seed beads, and thread in a 
cradle of  grape vines on a base of  binder’s board and paper

The pages of  the book are marked with pinpricks 
and square holes. The square is a feminine shape that 
corresponds to the earth. 



SPIRIT BOOK #35: 
EARTHLY RADIANCE



2014

8"h × 8.5"w × 5"d
Book of  amate paper from Mexico, handmade paper from 
Bhutan, wire, glass seed beads, and thread in a cradle of  birch 
bark on a base of  binder’s board and paper

The birch is associated with fertility and light. To the Druids, 
it is a symbol of  new beginnings and awakening.

SPIRIT BOOK #67: 
ENLIGHTENED COMMENCEMENT
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THE SPIRIT BOOKS
Paperback book: 80 pages, 5.25" high × 8.25" wide
$20 plus $4 shipping within the US, $8 shipping outside the US

http://www.susangaylord.com/the-spirit-books.html




